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Run in association with Axiz, Dell EMC and Microsoft, this annual survey of
South Africa’s top channel players will provide insight into what the trends and issues
affecting the channel are, as well as identifying which players are excelling and who
has some work to do. To do that, we need your input.
there are a number of trends coming together and the players that
fail to adapt will be left behind. this research will identify where
the evolutions must take place. this analytical research, based on
surveying leading channel players, will provide a unique perspective
on how the local channel is dealing with the major global technology
trends, and how the successful companies are positioning themselves
for future success.

This vital
research is about
your industry,
make your voice
heard.

once the research has been compiled and analysed, ITWeb and The Margin
will publish a comprehensive report, available to all participants. the
findings will also be revealed at a prestigious event in august.
in association with

The Margin’s channel survey is open

If you’re a channel business leader visit
www.itweb.co.za/channelsurvey
during the month of July and ensure you
get your opinion across.
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he 2018 FIFA World Cup Russia tournament was an
enthralling event, with enough going on to keep viewers
(both ardent fans and ‘fence-sitters’) captivated. If nothing
else the world cup drove home the message that every team
must have a game-plan. And it’s the same in business – which
is why one of the findings of the ITWeb Continuity SA business
resilience survey really stands out.
According to the survey 14% of local organisations do not
have a disaster recovery or a business continuity strategy.
While almost 60% of respondents said they have these
strategies in place, 40% of those believe that it’s not well
communicated throughout the organisation.
In other words, if there is a game-plan in place – only some
of the team knows about it, and others are not entirely sure
either way… doesn’t exactly in-still business confidence!
We also feature insight from Lee Naik who asks ‘are
millennial myths hurting your business’, as well as from Heidi
Ziegelmeier who wonders if technology is actually making life
better or worse.
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Are millennial myths hurting
your business?
Stereotyping millennials has become its own industry, and it's time to put a stop to it.

LEE NAIK, CEO of TransUnion Africa

I

t's tired, it's inaccurate and, most of all,
it's poor business strategy.
The oldest millennials are in their mid30s and have been contributing members
of society and the workplace for years.
Why do people persist in treating them like
rebellious teenagers when many of them are
old enough to have teenagers of their own?
South African businesses, especially,
seem to be stuck in this pattern of treating
millennials like some scary new trend or
alien presence, rather than established
consumers with their own documented
buying patterns and behaviours. This,
despite the fact that millennials make up
27% of the South African population.
It's time to take a data-driven look at the
generation that people can't seem to stop
making stuff up about.
Not so different after all
By this point, everyone has a picture of
typical millennials. They're digital-first
consumers who value authenticity and
flexibility and aren't afraid to make their
opinions heard. They're collaborative and
want to be involved, whether it's taking
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ownership of a brand or solving challenges
in the workplace.
But, what does the data tell us about the
ways they differ? Just how different are they
from other generations? Do the numbers
back up the claims that they have poorer life
skills or radically different priorities?
According to TransUnion's studies on
millennials, they're not all that dissimilar
when it comes to priorities in life, only in
how they're able to access them. They're
undeniably interested in home ownership:
75% plan on purchasing a home in the
future, but have more trouble accessing
credit thanks to difficult labour markets.
With less disposable income to work
with, many millennials tend to pay
their bills at a slower rate than other
generations, but show an overwhelming
will to settle their debts if they have the
means. In many ways, they show more
responsible financial behaviour, preferring
debit to credit cards.
And the perception that millennials are
more mercenary than other generations!
It turns out they're just as likely to
show strong loyalty under the right
circumstances, particularly towards brands
that solicit and reward their fidelity.
The more you look at the data, the less
weight the negative stereotypes have.
Millennials make for excellent consumers,
provided you're able to tailor your service
and delivery models to their needs.
Portrait of a South African millennial
The other danger of trusting in clickbait
for your impression of millennials is those
articles are focused heavily on the US. In SA,
while many of the broader tendencies are
similar (digitally savvy, ambitious, prefer
things on their own terms), our history
means our millennials show more financial
mobility than their American peers.
Why do people persist in treating them
like rebellious teenagers?
TransUnion data reveals that, while their
US counterparts aren't inclined towards
cards, South African millennials are the

largest cardholder group in the country.
They have the highest participation across
all generations in vehicle finance and
personal loan products. According to a
recent Old Mutual report, they're also more
likely to invest in formal saving products
than their parents.
South African millennials also buck
stereotypes when it comes to repaying
bank cards, vehicle finance and mortgages,
where they perform nearly the same as
the older Gen X group. There's one glaring
exception, though. Their delinquency rates
are higher when taking out personal loans.
To throw yet another spanner in the works,
there's a clear behavioural differentiation
between older (aged 30 and up) and younger
(23-29) millennials. The 20-something crowd
is significantly behind the older segment in
overall credit activity, and more likely to be
thin-file consumers who could benefit from
alternative data models.
As much as we try to generalise their
behaviour, there's no one universal
millennial experience that can be summed
up by a catchy headline or single study,
especially in SA. It's time to stop using
millennials as shorthand, stereotype
or scapegoats, and instead treat this
diverse, technologically savvy group
as an opportunity to improve how you
engage with people. By being proactive in
identifying customer needs, triggers and
risks, businesses can, and should, design
more flexible products and repayment
structures, as well as accessible financial
education.
In an age of hyper-personalisation and
individualisation, no organisation can
afford to view any audience as a monolith.
If your business is failing to adapt your
product offerings to a segment of the
population 14 million strong, that's on your
shoulders, not theirs.
Are you using business intelligence
to truly get to know your customers or
employees, or are you falling back on easy
assumptions? What do you think businesses
keep getting wrong about reaching socalled millennials?
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Robotics as employees
By 2020, the World Economic Forum believes robots will replace
five million workers, with the McKinsey Global Institute predicting
by 2025 as many as between 40 and 75 million jobs worldwide will
be affected. The manufacturing sector was one of the first industries
to embrace robotics. Having used robots to support production
for some years, robotics is evolving and moving far beyond simple
robotic arms spray painting cars on an assembly line.
www.eoh.co.za

Cloud colour
Managing colour on individual devices can create inconsistencies
in colour. Xerox IntegratedPLUS Automated Colour Management
offers you a single cloud-based colour management solution. This
method of colour management increases reliability and reduces
manual errors. It simplifies colour management on your devices
even at multiple sites.
www.bdsol.co.za

Ncoded solutions attends Engineering
Community Conference
In keeping up with what is happening in the world of Siemens and
in digitalisation, nCoded Solutions attended the ECC 2018, held
in June at the CSIR ICC in Pretoria. ECC 2018 hosted by ESTEQ,
a Siemens software vendor, was designed to attract industry
decision-makers, engineers, academics and existing and new
Siemens software users (which include the renowned Simatic IT
Preactor for Advanced Planning and Scheduling). The ECC has been
going for several years. This year was the biggest ever, pulling in
just under 400 attendees. nCoded Solutions sponsored some of its
employees to attend the conference's Technology Tracks.
www.ncoded.co.za

First tech tank
contest winner

Tony Abrahall, First Distribution

Acquisitions
Epsidon Technology Holdings has
acquired Even Flow Distribution,
a leading value-added
distributor of next-generation IP
convergence solutions. Even Flow
has a number of leading brands
in the unified communications
space with a well-established
distribution channel in this
country and Africa.
www.firstdistribution.com

A concept designed to
automate the calculation
and reporting of bonuses
and commissions has been
selected as the winning
entry for ConnectWise's
Tech Tank at its Automation
Nation contest. The winner
- MySlice - receives $100
000 to transform its idea
into a working integration
with ConnectWise Manage.
Craig Fulton, chief product
officer at ConnectWise,
said the creativity and
practicality of the 16 Tech
Tank submissions more than
exceeded his expectations.
“We reviewed smart,
innovative proofs of concept
that touched on almost
every part of the IT tech
team ecosystem.”
www.connectwise.com

Pure Storage launches AIRI Mini

Pure Storage announces AIRI Mini
Pure Storage, the all-flash storage platform that helps innovators
build a better world with data, has announced its second AI-ready
infrastructure offering, AIRI Mini, powered by NVIDIA. AIRI is
purpose-built to enable data architects, scientists and business
leaders to extend the power of the NVIDIA DGX-1 system.
www.purestorage.com

Expanding digital
printing portfolio

Meeting demand
for digital

Lithographic commercial
printing specialist, Colour
King, has launched a new
range of high-quality digital
printing services. The Xerox
Versant 180 digital press will
also significantly improve
Colour King's ability to
service its traditional litho
customer base. "We have
extensive experience in
the print industry and an
impeccable track record
spanning almost three
decades. Our focus has been
on off-set printing and it
was a good and natural fit to
expand our digital offerings,"
says owner Gareth de Matos.
www.bdsol.co.za

Digital and litho printing
company Qualimark Printing
has invested in a new Xerox
Versant digital printer to meet
its customers' growing demand
for fast-turnaround, shortrun, high-quality work. "We
operate in a highly competitive
industry, which makes it
critical to remain competitive
and keep up with technology,"
says Con de Villiers, owner of
Qualimark Printing. "We now
have a greater ability to offer
colour consistency, to print
NCR (no carbon required)
sheets for books, and to
print on almost any type of
medium.”
www.bdsol.co.za

Execution and the value of repetition
According to Nebula, when the world's top sprinters, like Usain
Bolt or our very own Akani Simbine, are training for an upcoming
race, they practise consistently. Every time they train, they track
their performance and make subtle tweaks to improve their
results. Over the course of their careers, chances are they've
practised their 100m sprint thousands of times. These races are
won by milliseconds. With so little room for error, they need to
make sure every movement is executed perfectly. And doing so
is all about repetition. When it comes to execution in business,
repetition is equally important.
www.nebula.co.za
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Pure Storage delivers Pure Evergreen
Storage Service
Pure Storage, the all-flash storage platform that helps innovators
build a better world with data, has announced significant updates
to the Evergreen Storage programme, pioneered by Pure. Starting
immediately, customers can subscribe to the Pure Evergreen
Storage Service (ES2) for pay-per-use on-premises storage, as
well as new Evergreen Gold and Silver benefits that extend the
life of Pure's existing ‘right-size guarantee’ with any capacity
expansion, indefinitely. Evergreen Storage Service applies a cloudlike approach to on-premises storage that eliminates the need
for forklift technology rebuys and planned downtime. With ES2,
organisations can now leverage cloud-like storage as a service to
adapt to fluctuating capacity requirements.
www.purestorage.com
MakeMeMobile Using Voice

MakeMeMobile at SAPICS 2018
MakeMeMobile, a leading enterprise mobility solution provider,
partnered with Honeywell at SAPICS 2018 to demonstrate how
mobile solutions and technologies play a key role in improving
efficiencies, driving productivity and reducing costs across the
supply chain. Here, MakeMeMobile showcased Honeywell’s
Moviliizer cloud platform.
www.m3mobile.co.za

Acumatica tops Cloud ERP customer
satisfaction survey
Acumatica, the world's fastest-growing cloud ERP company, has
topped a Cloud ERP customer satisfaction product comparison.
The G2 Crowd User Satisfaction Report details a feature-by-feature
comparison of Acumatica Cloud ERP versus other competitive
offerings. One Channel, Africa's fastest growing cloud business
solutions provider and Acumatica partner, echoes the results, and its
CEO Bernard Ford says the survey reveals highly satisfied Acumatica
customers. "Acumatica customers continue to embrace the company's
pragmatic feature sets and technological innovation, while many other
cloud ERP vendors have come to rely on acquisitions to achieve the
bulk of their growth.”
www.onechannel.cloud

Rainbow of revenue opportunity
Xerox has developed digital imaging technologies that seek to deliver
the extraordinary. One is the digital printing's first Metallic Dry Inks
that rival the metallic quality of traditional foil stamping, released
for the optional fifth toner station on the Xerox Colour 800i/1000i
Presses. The other is the Ultra HD Resolution, which overcomes a
long-time bugaboo of digital colour printing, to produce challenging
elements such as gradients, thin fonts and vector graphics without a
hitch - a signature feature of the Xerox Versant family of presses.
www.bdsol.co.za

Expanding IOT portfolio
Software AG has acquired TrendMiner, which specialises in visual
data analytics for the manufacturing and process industry. This
acquisition will consolidate Software AG’s position in the rapidly
growing IOT market and will complement its Cumulocity IOT and
Industry 4.0 product portfolio.
www.softwareag.com

BDS extends the Xerox Lions Learning Hub
Bytes Document Solutions, an Altron company, has extended
its sponsorship of Xerox Lions Learning Hub. This will take the
sponsorship through to the end of 2019. The Xerox Learning Hub is
a long-term development programme for junior players within the
Lions Rugby Union.
www.bdsol.co.za

GDPR affects South Africa
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), now in effect,
protects people in the EU from data vulnerabilities. If companies
fail to comply, fines of up to 20-million euros or 4% of their annual
turnover (whichever racks up the highest bill) could be charged. In
South Africa, if you have customers living in the EU, your services
will fall under GDPR and you would therefore need to be GDPRcompliant. This applies to every domain registrar and reseller in
South Africa selling domains to people in the EU too.
www.domains.co.za
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Left-to-right: Dineo Molefe, T-Systems South Africa, Wayde van Niekerk and Mpumi Nhlapo,
T-Systems South Africa

Always better on the big screen
T-Systems South Africa, the multinational ICT Solutions specialist
and technology partner to Olympic Gold Medallist and 400m World
Record holder, Wayde van Niekerk, premiered the documentary
title 43:03, the Wayde van Niekerk Story, based on the sprinter's
life in Cape Town and Johannesburg at the end of May. One
documentary, well worth watching!
www.un-outsource.co.za
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Africa to get three top-notch
cyber security facilities
EC XON is creating three new cyber defence operations centres
(CDOC), one in Nigeria, another in Senegal, and the third in
Mauritius, in addition to existing facilities in South Africa. The
new cyber security facilities form the nucleus of pan-African
collaboration for sharing global threat intelligence to help
African law enforcement agencies rapidly respond to attacks,
identify hackers, and apprehend the perpetrators. "These three
centres form part of NEC's global footprint of hybrid cyber
security centres, complementing the facilities in Japan, Australia,
Singapore, South Africa, Brazil, Vienna and the US," says Vernon
Fryer, head of NEC XON's CDOC.
www.nec.xon.co.za

Liability following
a cyber breach
A company's financial,
reputational and operational
success rests on the board of
directors and these directors
undertake to manage the
business with due care, skill and
diligence. In the event of a breach
in which sensitive, protected
or confidential information is
jeapordised it is they, according
to Candice Sutherland (ITOO
Candice Sutherland, ITOO
is a special risks Underwriting
Management Agency), who will be held responsible.
www.itoo.co.za

Global award for retail solution
At its recent annual European partner conference, Honeywell
celebrated its top productivity products and workflow solutions
partners who demonstrated success in 2017. The GROW 2018 event,
held in Madrid, brought together Honeywell business leaders
and channel partners to talk about the future of the connected
enterprise and what solutions customers will turn to in order to
address the challenges they face in a rapidly changing business
climate. MakeMeMobile, leading enterprise mobility provider
in South Africa and a Honeywell Platinum Partner, received the
Project of the Year award from Honeywell for implementing its
latest generation of voice solutions at Africa's leading retailer, the
Shoprite Group.
www.m3mobile.co.za

T-Systems SA a finalist
T-Systems SA has been named as a finalist at the annual Vision
2030 Awards 2018. The awards recognise the achievements and
success stories of organisations, enterprises and individuals that
are actively demonstrating alignment to the government's NinePoint Plan to boost economic growth and achieve the milestones
set by the National Development Plan (NDP). Nominations reflect
the commitment of both the public and private sector to the
NDP. Dineo Molefe, MD at T-Systems South Africa says: "We are
honoured to be selected as a finalist for an award that is focused on
building an economically stronger and inclusive South Africa.”
www.un-outsource.co.za

Hitachi Vantara sponsors Data Centre Summit
During this summit in July, Cleo Becker, regional counsel,
emerging markets EMEA and Israel, legal and compliance, Hitachi
Vantara, presented on 'Intelligent data governance' paper. During
her presentation, Becker introduced delegates to governance and
regulatory compliance rules to help them gain control of corporate
data organisation-wide. She also spoke about maintaining longterm content integrity, authenticity, and immutability to satisfy
country-specific regulations.
www.itweb.co.za

WHOIS Privacy
Domains.co.za is one of the first companies in SA to provide domain
customers with a privacy protocol called WHOIS Privacy. With WHOIS
Privacy activated, personal information about the domain name owner
is masked from the public eye by domains.co.za. With more than
two decades in the industry, domains.co.za provides thousands of
customers in South Africa with domain registrations, Web site hosting,
SuperFast SSD Cloud Server hosting, a sophisticated Web site builder,
SSL certificates and various other products aimed at getting their
customers online as quickly, easily and efficiently as possible.
www.domains.co.za

Another data leak in SA:
Why GDPR has become pertinent
In May this year South Africans found out that the personal
information of 934 000 drivers were leaked from the traffic fine online
payments system, ViewFines. Another reminder, of how personal
data, can be spread without our knowledge or consent; and why
data privacy should be top of mind. This is resulting in governments
enforcing new data protection through the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in the EU and in South Africa via the forthcoming
POPI.
www.isaca.org

Keep up with AI, robotics
Organisations are looking to AI, machine learning, and robotics
to reduce operational costs, increase efficiency, grow revenue,
boost security and improve the customer experience. However,
many businesses don't know where to start. With this in mind,
the ITWeb Meeting of Minds: Artificial Intelligence 2018 event is
hosting workshops on 2 August, at The Forum, in Bryanston. One
of these: 'Responsible robotics; what is it and who cares', will be
facilitated by Dr Aimee van Wynsberghe, assistant professor of
ethics and technology at TU Delft (Netherlands) and president of
the Foundation for Responsible Robotics.
www.itweb.co.za

IRI upgrades its flagship data
transformation tool
SPI has released the next generation of the data processing utility
CoSort 10 from US-based Innovative Routines.First introduced
in 1978 and best known as ‘The Open Systems Standard’ in sort
software, CoSort is a robust data manipulation package used
worldwide for data warehouse ETL and DB load acceleration, BI/
analytic data preparation, and legacy sort and data migration. The
latest version features JSON files and MongoDB collections, IOT
(MQTT) and Kafka, HDFS, HIVE, S3, HTTP/S and S/FTP.
www.spi.co.za
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DATA PROTECTION SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Is you data adequately protected?
More than a third of businesses don’t know if their data protection
strategy meet compliance regulations such as POPI and GDPR.
by means of transmission or distribution.
Apart from reputational costs, there will
also be substantial fines.
Experts say not only will individuals
and organisations benefit through data
privacy legislation, but the regulations are
also important for international trade, as
concerns around information privacy can
create barriers to international trading.

Mark Baatjes, Puleng Technologies

A

lmost half of businesses are not
confident that their data protection
strategy meets compliance regulations
such as the Protection of Personal
Information Act (PoPI) and the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
This is according to the online Data
Protection Survey conducted by ITWeb and
Puleng Technologies, in partnership with
Dell EMC.
While over half of the survey
respondents (57%) do have a defined data
protection strategy in place, 10% believe
their started does not meet industry
compliance regulations and more than a
third (35%) say they are unsure if it does.
Furthermore, 28% say they do not
have a clearly defined archiving strategy
that deals with compliance and cost
containment.
PoPI and GDPR will significantly impact
how security operators collect, use, store,
update, retrieve, use, and disseminate data
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Backup data
As cyber attacks are increasing in
frequency, severity and sophistication,
adequate data protection is needed
throughout all areas of the business.
According to the survey, 41% of
respondents say they are satisfied their
backup data is adequately protected from
malware or ransomware attacks.
According to the Ponemon Institute,
South African organisations are more
exposed to data breach incidents than
their counterparts across the globe,
having scored the highest probability of
experiencing a data breach in the next 24
months.
Just under half of the respondents (48%)
say their data protection environment is
supported through in-house skills, with
30% using a blended delivery consisting
of both vendor and in-house, and five
percent opting to fully outsource.
Cloud migration
When it comes to the cloud vs on-premises
storage, 28% are using software-as-aservice, while 23% say they are focusing
on only moving back-office applications to
the cloud. Sixteen percent of respondents
say they have no intention of migrating to
the cloud, with 13% prefering to only move
mission-critical data to the cloud.
"A simplified and modernised data
protection strategy enables businesses to
adopt new applications and move to the
cloud (or beyond) knowing that its data
is secure and recoverable," Mark Baatjes,

executive account manager at Puleng
Technologies says.
Research firm International Data
Corporation (IDC) predicts worldwide
spending on public cloud services and
infrastructure will reach $160 billion in
2018, an increase of 23.2% over 2017.
When asked if data sovereignty is
a key concern when it comes to their
cloud adoption strategy, over half (54%)
answered yes, and 24% answered no.
In terms of their expected data growth
over the next 12 months, 13% of companies
expect it to double. A further 37% said
they expect a 25% increase in data and
approximately 40% say they expect their
data volumes to increase by 50%.
Cost containment
In order to control the cost of data
protection, almost a half of respondents
are considering using managed services or
Backup as a Service, while almost 40% are
in favour of using utility based pricing (pay
as you go).
The 2018 Data Protection Survey, in
partnership with Puleng Technologies, was
run online on ITWeb for two weeks to gain
insight into the data protection strategies
of SA organisations.

WHO RESPONDED
Respondents are largely IT professionals
and senior executives, from both South
African public and private sectors.
A total of 177 responses were received for
the Data Management Survey.
27% of respondents are CEOs or MDs and
36% middle management.
21% of survey respondents are from
fairly large companies with between
501-5000 employees and 18% are from
multinationals with over 10 000 employees.

DATA PROTECTION SURVEY

Do you have a defined data protection
strategy?
No

How satisfied are you that your
backup data is safe from malware and
ransomware attacks?

I don’t know

5%

41%

13%
57%
Yes

29%
26%

21%

Partially

5%

Satisfied

Have you classified your data?

A little
concerned

I don’t know

Not satisifed
at all

How confident are you that data and
applications in the cloud are recoverable?

Yes, only
unstructured
data
Not started
yet

2%

Yes, both
structured and
unstructured

Very
satisfied

3%

40%

27%
Yes, both
structured and
unstructured

31%

100% sure
19%

Yes, only
structured data
43%

39%

50/50
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DATA PROTECTION SURVEY

How do you currently support your data
environment?
48%

In-house skills
Blended delivery
(vendor/in-house)

What are you considering to support
data protection cost containment?
48%

46%

30%
32%
11%

Managed services

I don’t know

Fully outsourced

6%
6%

5%
Managed
service

Is data sovereignty a key concern when
it comes to your cloud adoption strategy?

Backup as a
Service

Utility based
pricing (pay as
you go)

Rental

Do you have defined service levels
within business?

No
Yes
21%

55%
24%

I don’t know

08

Agreed with
business

Partially
Documented recovery
time objectives and
recovery point objectives
No
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49%

30%

13%

9%
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BUSINESS
Take advantage
of promising
predictions

Mark Wilson, SYSPRO

Food and beverage businesses
are well-positioned to take
advantage of promising sector
growth. But they must equip
themselves with the right
tech if they are to overcome
a growing list of challenges,
says Mark Wilson, MD of
SYSPRO.
www.syspro.com

easiPoint brings business to all areas of SA
easiPoint allows businesses to collect, record and receive customer
payments from any location on the continent. Using the easiPoint
device developed by RubiBlue, a leading intelligent business
solutions organisation, companies can capture data and transact
with clients even if they are based in difficult-to-reach and remote
areas. "With easiPoint, you can build your brand with your clients
anywhere in Africa," says Chris Ogden, MD of RubiBlue. The
easiPoint device is designed for the demanding African climate: it
consumes minimal data, has a full two-day battery life, and includes
solar and car chargers to ensure easy access to recharging facilities.
www.rubiblue.co.za

Smart security
SME’s have access to cost-effective, next-generation firewalling
that's scalable, capable and as efficient as anything that sits on
the enterprise network. With Syrex's SME Checkpoint firewalling
solution it has now become almost plug and play in its simplicity. It
includes a NGFW firewall, VPN, antivirus, application visibility and
control, URL filtering and e-mail security.
www.syrex.co.za

Meeting of Minds:
AI 2018
Nine case studies, covering the
banking, transport, public sector,
retail, insurance and legal industries
will feature at ITWeb’s Meeting of
Minds: ITWeb Artificial Intelligence
2018 event. "Case studies are a
valuable tool for businesses and
delegates alike," says Angela Mace, CRM and events director at ITWeb.
"They offer realistic, complex, and contextually rich situations and
discuss the hurdles or problems that need to be overcome." Speakers
at the event, who are already employing AI, machine learning and
IOT within their companies and reaping the benefits, will share their
experiences around best practices.
www.itweb.co.za

Visual analytics is key
Modern businesses are beginning to uncover how visual analytics
can be used to discover hidden relationships in simple and complex
data. It provides the key to unlock powerful insights, meaning
businesses can make informed decisions, faster, while experiencing
incredible business benefits. "We strive to take businesses from
analytics to insight, whether on-premises or in the cloud. Data
visualisation is critical in the big data world," says James Hickman,
Managing Director of SAQMR speaking at the South Africa Qlik
Master Reseller (SAQMR) annual conference recently.
www.saqlik.com

TECHFORUM

The face of procurement is changing
Leasing requires little, if any money up front,and with predictable
monthly expenses, you pay for the use of the equipment as it's utilised.
This pay-per-use model offers full scalability, complete flexibility,
better resource management, and more agility in a constantly changing
business world. Asset leasing company InnoVent has perfected the
pay- per-use model through its subsidised financial offering, and can
save businesses from paying the full purchase price of new equipment.
Without impacting on the equipment type or the usage period!
www.innovent.co.za

Exploring the journey from data to insights
For true success in a modern age, businesses must turn data
into insights across operations in an agile way. This was the
topic of discussion at the Southern Africa Qlik Summit hosted
recently at the Sandton Convention Centre. James Hickman,
Managing Director of South Africa Qlik Master Reseller (SAQMR),
a subsidiary of the EOH Group, peppered the topic with several
preemptive questions including: "Are you battling to answer
critical questions about your business? Do you spend more time
collecting data from disparate sources than analysing it? Are you
drowning in reports that take days or weeks to compile?”
www.saqlik.com
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Mario Matthee, DVT

Get ducks in a row
Nicolas Blank, NBConsult

Local cloud
Cloud adoption success in the
modern workplace is a hot
topic, as the industry awaits
the arrival of Microsoft's
Azure data centres in SA, says
Nicolas Blank, group CEO
of NBConsult, who recently
presented a Webinar to gage
the market appetite for cloud.
www.nbconsult.co.za

One of the most significant
and common issues in test
automation projects, is
the lack of environment
preparation, says Mario
Matthee, Head: SQA
Architecture and R&D, DVT.
“Too many companies seem
to want to jump into test
automation or performance
testing without first getting
their ducks in a row.”
www.dvt.co.za
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TECHFORUM
IOT delivers intelligent solutions

Impacting blockchain

In SA, businesses are using IOT for two trends: improving customer
experiences and optimising supply chains, says Bernhard Kloss,
director of the Industrial Automation and Control business at EOH.
Forrester's Predictions 2018 report argues that the business impact
of IOT falls into three core areas: design, which relates to improving
customer experiences; operations, offering benefits such as
predictive maintenance, and consuming, which is about connecting
data from third parties. Businesses are creating better experiences
for their customers in helping influence purchase decisions.
www.eoh.co.za

One of the biggest drawcards
for crypto-currency is that
payments are quick, easy and
affordable. Transactions take
place across the globe and
multiple time zones with ease
and cost effectively. Satoshi
Nakamoto, Bitcoin's founder,
said: "The cost of mediation
increases transaction costs,
limiting the minimum practical
transaction size and cutting
off the possibility for small
casual transactions." These
same benefits are the reason
that blockchain, the technology
behind crypto-currencies,
is becoming popular with
organisations, and specifically
in financial services. Richard
Firth, CEO of MIP Holdings, says
until last year, blockchain fees
remained low, but are starting
to increase.
www.mip.co.za

Understanding
Afrilennials
An Afrilennial’s perspectives
and priorities will shape what
gets consumed, how it gets
consumed and how money flows
in our economy. “They are our
future software developers and
their commitment to society and
developing technical skills will
Anujah Bosman, Chillisoft
directly impact South Africa's
ability to compete,” says Anujah Bosman, CEO at Chillisoft.
www.chillisoft.co.za

Data integration
Cloud integration is one of 2018's top software trends. Andrea
Tucker, Business Applications Head (R&D) at e4, says developing
data integration is proving to be a 'must-have' for cloud-focused
enterprises and service providers. There is a universal understanding
that the more a software system is integrated, the better it functions,
and it is on this basis that data strategies need to be developed.
www.e4.co.za

Automation platforms enable digitalisation
In a world where scripts automate discrete business processes, says
Jaco Viljoen, principal agile consultant at IndigoCube, it's important
to remember that automation is one of the primary enablers of the
digital enterprise.
www.indigocube.co.za

The heart of next-gen technology
Businesses are digitally transforming to remain competitive and cloud
is at the heart of this strategy. "Cloud offers newer technologies and
because innovation is ongoing, there are always new advancements
and features," says Richard Vester, Group Executive for the EOH Cloud
division. "And nowhere is this truer than with cloud computing.”
www.eoh.co.za

Carey van Vlaanderen, ESET South Africa

Protecting kids online
Children are particularly
vulnerable to digital dangers,
says Carey van Vlaanderen,
CEO at ESET South Africa. “The
importance of and ongoing open
dialogue with children about
the cyber-universe cannot be
overstated, and at heart, the issue
is really one of good parenting.”
www.eset.com

Low code development helps business
IndigoCube says low code development platforms make building
applications quick and easy, that even people without any coding
knowledge can do it. There's no need to recreate the entire
application every time you want to deploy to a new platform. Low
code applications, made in good quality platforms, are secure,
they scale, and offer the functionality required for demanding
enterprise environments.
www.indigocube.co.za

SA email attack warning
In June this year, the FBI made 74 arrests in a global crackdown
on e-mail fraud scams, in which criminals attempted to steal
billions of dollars from businesses and individuals. South Africa
is not immune from these attacks and John Mc Loughlin, MD, J2
Software, says, this growing trend can be attributable to clearly
identifiable factors and businesses need to become aware of these
types of cyber- attacks.
www.j2.co.za

BPM is dead. Long
live BPM

Change the culture
Compromising an organisations sensitive data, is not always
committed by criminals on the dark web says business security
architect at CS Interactive Training, Louw Labuschagne. The reality
on the ground is somewhat different. “Unless we change our
business culture and ensure that business management (and not IT)
takes accountability for information, we will not stop the leaks. This
is true for large and small organisations,” says Labuschagne.
www.csinteractivetraining.com

Richard Firth, MIP Holdings

Organisations are looking for
ways to harness the value of IOT
combined within other business
process management (BPM)
initiatives, and this disruptive
integration will impact
organisations of every type and
size, says Richard Firth, CEO of
MIP Holdings.
www.mip.co.za
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Flash storage:
powering the AI future

James Petter, Pure Storage

Artificial intelligence (AI)
is changing how businesses
operate. The ability to accurately
process, and deliver, data
faster than any human could is
already transforming how we
do everything, from studying
diseases and understanding road
traffic behaviour to managing
finances and predicting weather
patterns, says James Petter, EMEA
VP, Pure Storage.
www.purestorage.com

Smart hotel of the future
Rapid advances and disruptive technology is a constant challenge in
the hotel sector, where artificial intelligence (AI), wearable technology
and virtual reality (VR) will become the norm when it comes to how
potential guests search for and experience a trip. Mobile and keyless check-in options, mobile key access, digital in-room controls,
virtual reality for booking, and advanced energy conservation
systems will become the norm, with the entire experience, from
booking to checkout, expected to be seamless and flawless says Pieter
Engelbrecht, Business Unit Manager for HPE Aruba.
www.arubanetworks.com

For all businesses
Apps completely transform the way we live, and interact with
the world around us, says Allison Zimmer, Channel and SMB
marketing specialist, commercial excellence at Xerox. With the
launch of its ConnectKey-enabled family of desktop printers and
multifunction printers, Xerox unleashes the power of apps in the
workplace. Giving businesses the power to simplify workflows,
enable remote teams, translate documents and more, with a simple
click of a button. Too many businesses have, however, dismissed
ConnectKey technology as being just for the big guys, when in
reality it is also suitable for even the smallest office.
www.bdsol.co.za

Education is key for youth empowerment
The theme of Youth Month 2018: 'Live the legacy: towards
a socioeconomically empowered youth', could not be more
appropriate given the country's long-standing struggle with youth
unemployment. Currently standing at about 38%, SA's high youth
unemployment rate is holding younger generations back from
the freedoms that come with financial security, further fuelling
societal issues of poverty and crime. This is according to Gary
Epstein, MD at EasyBiz QuickBooks, who asks: "What would it take
to truly empower our youth, ensure their access to such freedoms
and enable them to leave a legacy within their communities?"
www.quickbooks.co.za

What is robotics process automation?
In this day and age, modern organisations comprise a wide range
of sophisticated technology solutions and end-users to fulfil
objectives, says Motheo Motlhabane, senior RPA analyst at Singular
Systems. As is often the case, the operational delivery requirements
are constantly changing: at a rate that is faster than an industry or
organisation is able to keep up with. This results in a variety of new
technologies being brought into the fold, and people being used to
fill the gap in between these technologies. It is undoubtable that, at
times, the rational judgment of human beings can be second to none.
www.singular.co.za

Monetising data
Business need to adapt quickly when the unpredictable happens,
and this means having ways to effectively use its data, says Ian
de Beer, CEO and founder of zenAptix. The latest business-use
cases of data analytics, focuses on ways to extract more value
from data to streamline business operations, in reducing wastage,
unnecessary downtime and hard costs.
www.eoh.co.za

Cloud strategies of the future
There are many ways of maximising value from cloud
infrastructure services says Richard Vester, divisional director of
Cloud Services at EOH. According to Forrester, in 2018 more than
50% of global enterprises will rely on at least one public cloud
platform to drive digital transformation and enhance customer
experience. Meaning, having the right cloud model becomes
critical for businesses.
www.eoh.co.za

Digital printers and workflows
Technology makes work simpler, quicker and efficient, says Karl
Boissonneault, vice president, Channel Partners Group, Xerox
Canada, “Your printer has multiple roles, meaning it may be in
the final step of a process, or it could be an on-ramp to a digital
workflow.” Adding, “It makes a difference in your costs, your
customers' experience, data security and productivity.”
www.bdsol.co.za
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Neil Rom, Printacom

Delighting the customer is key lever for
in-store sales
"Attracting customers into stores is becoming more and more
difficult, as is clinching the sale. Retailers must up their game,"
argues Neil Rom, MD of Printacom, which distributes OKI in SA.
"OKI has leveraged its considerable intellectual capital both in
printing and in the retail sector to create solutions that do just that."
www.okisa.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

HARDWARE
ODV-2D tech helps eliminate non-compliance
The Printronix Auto-ID T8000 Thermal Printer with ODV-2D is
the industry's first affordable, fully integrated solution with the
ability to print and validate 1D and 2D bar codes. In addition to
several other 1D and 2D bar codes, the ODV-2D now supports QR
bar codes – emerging as one of the most popular types of 2D bar
codes. As companies struggle to meet industry requirements for
bar code compliance, many businesses are looking to verify bar
code quality on their labels before they enter the supply chain to
eliminate bar code errors, refused shipments, and costly fines, says
Frikkie Koegelenberg, CCO at Roan Systems.
www.roan.co.za
Pure Storage FlashArray/X product family

Pure Storage expands FlashArray
Pure Storage, the all-flash storage platform that helps innovators
build a better world with data, has expanded its FlashArray product
line to deliver cost-effective all-NVMe Shared Accelerated Storage
for every workload. The new FlashArray//X family makes everything
faster: databases, virtualised and containerised environments, test/
dev initiatives and Web-scale applications, at no additional cost.
www.purestorage.com

Technology in tough times

Primeline cameras

Primeline camera series
With the new Primeline series network cameras, Dallmeier
introduces a potent addition to its existing portfolio. Consisting of
the Nightline series with extreme light sensitivity and the Topline/
Ultraline series with very high to ultra-high resolution, this
news series offers customers outstanding cost-effectiveness for
medium requirements. The new cameras are available as either the
DF5100HD-DN/IR box camera with wall mounting or DDF5100HD
High Definition dome cameras, each in 2 megapixel and 4
megapixel versions. The exceptional light sensitivity of the sensor
and the sophisticated image processing solution enable detail-rich
colour recordings even in dim lighting conditions.
www.dallmeier.com

Line matrix vs laser printers
Line printing offers important advantages over laser printing; these
include reliability and durability, productivity and time savings.
There are typically four reasons to choose a line matrix printer over
a laser printer. In a world of expensive-to-maintain laser printers,
it is smart to consider the latest advancement in line matrix
cartridge printing before choosing a print technology. Printronix,
the leading manufacturer of industrial line matrix cartridge
printers, has consistently pioneered new innovations to ensure this
technology remains highly competitive and relevant for today's
printing applications. Reasons to invest in matrix cartridge printers
include lowest cost of ownership, productivity, application
adaptability and the fact that they are environmentally-friendly.
www.tpdc.co.za

Technology can often be the differentiator that sets a company
ahead of its competition, but the cost can be prohibitive. When
you partner with a specialised leasing company like InnoVent, the
advantage of leasing over outright purchase is that an organisation
will always have the latest technology on site at a fraction of the
cost. This means an organisation only pays for the equipment
for the duration that it's used. In doing this, overall costs reduce
significantly, resulting in a lower cost of finance.
www.innovent.co.za

NETWORKING
Seacom lights up N3
Seacom has upgraded its subsea cable system along Africa's East Coast
by another 500G, to 1.5Tbps. In further support of this upgrade,
Seacom worked alongside open access carrier services provider
FibreCo, to light its dark fibre route running from Johannesburg to
Durban. Earlier this month, FibreCo completed its open access dark
fibre link along the N3 highway, spanning more than 843km. The
installation allows Seacom to operate its own high-capacity fibre
along this route, increasing uptake of its connectivity and cloud
services within the region. By adding this new route, Seacom has
significantly improved resiliency on its own international network.
www.seacom.mu
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ENTERPRISE
Unleash full growth potential

Unit4 Conference

Scalability, is a key factor for any ERP solution's ability to deliver
optimal performance, and future proof a customer's business. It
makes it easier for an organisation to implement new functionality
as its needs change, and enable better management of the addition
of new processes and/or departments to the business's ERP
ecosystem. Whether you're rolling out new technological solutions
across one, or many, sites, having a scalable, future-ready agile
ERP system in place will help to enhance productivity and business
performance, allowing it to achieve its full growth potential.
www.syspro.com

During the third quarter of this year, Arbofield is hosting a Unit4
Conference focusing on new products and the impact of these
on verticals. Business is invited where they will find out more
about all the Unit4 product offerings, including Unit4 Student
Management, Unit4 PSA, Unit4 Business World!, the power of the
Azure Cloud as well as solutions available for reporting. Arbofield, a
division of SIS Global is the only accredited Unit4 partner in South
Africa and Sub-Sahara.
www.arbofield.com

Introducing cloud ERP for construction

One Channel, Africa's fastest-growing cloud business solutions
provider, has launched its Acumatica product for construction,
called One Build. This is an end-to-end cloud business
management system for general contractors, home builders,
subcontractors, specialty contractors and land developers.
Acumatica One Build is a true cloud solution that can significantly
lower the cost of doing business. It combines features like project
and cost management with contracts, commitments, subcontracts,
compliance, retainage and other industry capabilities. One Channel
CEO Bernard Ford says Acumatica One Build offers full business
process management via its AcuFlow module, which includes the
ability to do sub-contractor payment certificate approvals and
payment.
www.onechannel.cloud

One Channel has announced the release of Acumatica Construction
Edition, an end-to-end cloud business management system for
general contractors, home builders, subcontractors, specialty
contractors and land developers. The Construction Edition is the
latest fully integrated cloud solution from Acumatica, furthering
its advances in domain-specific workloads and following fast
on the heels of Commerce Edition, Field Services Edition, and
Manufacturing Edition. "Just as we've done with our other industry
solutions, we listened to the underserved customers of decades-old
legacy software vendors and leveraged the power of the Acumatica
Cloud xRP Platform to design a modern, fully featured cloud solution
for the construction industry," said Jon Roskill, CEO of Acumatica.
www.onechannel.cloud

Cloud ERP now available for building
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Cutting-edge Canadian AI for real-time
G7 theme analytics

OpenText announces two new cloud offerings
for SAP solutions

OpenText has launched a real-time sentiment analysis tool
developed for the government of Canada to help it understand
media and social opinion on the themes of Canada's 2018 G7
Presidency: “Investing in growth that works for everyone.
Preparing for jobs of the future. Advancing gender equality and
women's empowerment. Working together on climate change,
oceans and clean energy. Building a more peaceful and secure
world.” The application is built using OpenText Magellan, an
artificial intelligence-powered analytics platform that searches the
Web for publicly available G7 articles and tweets, and retrieves the
raw text for evaluation.
www.opentext.com

OpenText has announced the immediate availability of two new cloud
solutions: OpenText Extended ECM for SAP Solutions, Cloud Edition,
and OpenText Archive Centre for SAP Solutions, Cloud Edition. The
solutions help simplify the digital transformation process for companies
by integrating digital content into the OpenText cloud. OpenText
Extended ECM for SAP Solutions, Cloud Edition (offered by SAP as SAP
Extended Enterprise Content Management by OpenText, Cloud Edition)
helps businesses to unlock the value of information and improve
business processes by extending content services to SAP solutions and
other leading business applications. The offering enables a frictionless
exchange of information between internal and external users.
www.opentext.com

COMPUTING

FINANCIAL

App enhances registration process

Running your company’s share scheme

Software as a service company e4 has launched BondTracker, a
mobile business app designed to facilitate efficiency in tracking and
communicating progress when registering a property. BondTracker
reduces the need for constant manual feedback between a conveyancer
and the client. Any party involved in the transaction, can now keep
abreast of property registrations by using BondTracker. The app is
available on both iOS and Android phones.
www.e4.co.za

When the Financial Services Board (FSB) released a directive
clamping down on what it referred to as ‘illegal exchanges’, private
companies that were facilitating trading in their own securities
using platforms with matching mechanisms to execute trades found
themselves in a difficult position whereby they were effectively
operating 'illegally'. The popularity and ease of use of trading
platforms such as Equity Express came under scrutiny as the FSB
cited systemic risk and investor protection as their main concerns.
Singular Systems, the company that built Equity Express, has
invested time and resources into understanding the predicament the
FSB's directive put so many companies in. The result is OTC Express,
an over-the-counter trading platform that meets the FSB's approval.
www.singular.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Next-generation authentication
Security is critical in a world populated by cyber criminals,
collusion-based fraud and simple human error. Businesses require
an advanced level of security that is adaptable to meet both current
and future requirements. Blue Label Telecoms (BLT) has adopted
a multi-factor authentication and identity security platform
solution, from iCrypto, designed to protect the organisation
against all possible threats. Company CIO, Andrew Murray says,
“The new iCrypto offering makes use of multiple authentication
factors, including fingerprint scans, photographs, facial
recognition, user behaviour and PINs.”
www.icrypto.com

Ambitious IOT roll-out
Cumulocity IoT, from Software AG, has been selected by POST
Luxembourg to fulfil its plans to offer a comprehensive range of
smart IOT services in Luxembourg. As an open and independent
platform, which operates across cloud, on-premises and at the
edge, Cumulocity IoT provides enterprises and service providers
with total freedom and choice in designing, building, deploying
and evolving their IOT distributed deployments operating
seamlessly across any network. It took POST Luxembourg less
than six weeks to build a fully customised and secure IOT offering,
and through the Cumulocity IOT-based solution can now connect
all parts of a city or enterprise property, providing the ability to
monitor what and where anything is happening, which makes it
more secure and potentially more energy efficient.
www.softwareag.com

INTERNET
Cyber breach can happen to you
ITOO says in the wake of the recent Liberty breach, it should be a
wake-up call to any organisation in South Africa (regardless of size
or incorporation) that this could happen to you. Businesses must be
cognisant that data is the most important asset it owns, without it you
cease to exist.
www.itoo.co.za

TELECOMS
Powering connectivity for sports group
On the back of robust growth in 2017, South African connectivity
provider Turrito Networks has further cemented its leadership in the
market by signing on MoreCentral (previously MoreCorp), a company
best known for its retail footprint in the golf and cycling sectors.
The partnership see’s Turrito delivering world-class connectivity
solutions to 18 MoreCentral branches countrywide, powering some
of the country's most beloved sports brands including TheProShop,
Cycle Lab, World of Golf, PwC Bike Park and others. As Turrito's fully
outsourced WAN solution (MPLS, hosting, Internet, security services
and VOIP) is being rolled out, MoreCentral is reaping the benefits of
streamlined connectivity solutions.
www.turrito.com
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Local firms still neglect disaster
recovery planning, communication
Around 14% of local organisations do not have a disaster recovery or
a business continuity strategy in place.
business,” says Michael Davies, CEO at
ContinuitySA. “Organisations should,
wherever possible, naturally build
resilience.”
This, adds Davies, can be achieved, by
using distributed operations, so that if one
facility goes down, another facility can take
on some of the load for a temporary period
while the first facility is recovered to a
normal state of operations.

Michael Davies, CEO at ContinuitySA

T

his was revealed by a recent survey
conducted by ITWeb, in partnership
with enterprise resilience management
services firm, ContinuitySA.
Almost 60% or respondents report
they do have both a disaster recovery and
a business continuity strategy in place.
However, 40% of those believe that it is
not well communicated throughout the
organisation and a further 14% were unsure.
The cost of downtime is rapidly rising
and organisations should build a resilience
competence strategy that does not only
address business continuity, but also enables
the business to cope with different and
multiple incidents simultaneously and over
a long period of time, advises ContinuitySA.
Cost (57%) and lack of skills or resources
(21%) were cited as the main reasons for
not having a disaster recovery or a business
continuity plan in place. A further 7% of
respondents list a lack of connectivity as the
reason.
“Organisations lacking business
continuity and disaster recovery strategies
in a worst-case scenario, following a
disaster, are quite likely to go out of
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Communication failures
When asked what has caused their
organisation to experience downtime within
the past two years most respondents cited
power outages or failure (60%) and software
or network failure (52% ). A further
(27%) experienced configuration change
management issues.
While 54% of respondents said their
organisation has not been impacted by a
cyber-incident, 12% were unsure, which
34% and possible more has been hit by a
cyber security attack.
“Given the ubiquitous nature of IT,
remote working, employees using their
own devices and the ever-increasing
global connectivity, it is highly probable
that the organisation that you work for
will experience a cyber-incident someday.
In order to minimise the impact of any
cyber-incident, organisations should
employ a framework that covers protection;
detection; response and recovery.”
The majority of respondents indicated
that their primary reason for establishing
a business continuity management
programme is organisational resilience and
continuity of business operations (77%),
and reputation management (57%), with
32% citing government legislation and
compliance requirements.
Abdication of responsibility
Just over half (53%) of respondents cited
security as their biggest concern with
putting mission critical data in the cloud,
with 13% saying accessibility and 7%

having concerns related to backup.
“We are concerned that organisations
have a general assumption that, when
putting data in the cloud, the cloud service
provider automatically backs up the data,”
notes Davies. “This abdication of the
organisation’s responsibility to ensure that
they have back up, restore and recovery
capabilities can potentially cause the
organisation considerable damage should
the cloud provider have an outage for
any reason, or a cyber-incident which is
becoming more common.
“Our advice is to confirm what business
continuity and back up capability the cloud
provider has in place and what guarantees
there are that their data can be recovered.”
A further 61% of respondents believe that
cloud computing and a mobile work force
alleviates the need for a disaster recovery
site, while almost a third (28%) disagree.
“Cloud computing and a mobile work
force on their own do not alleviate the need
for a disaster recovery site. Cloud computing
and a mobile work force certainly assists and
can improve business continuity planning
and may also change the requirements on a
disaster recovery site. However, almost all
organisations require some form of alternate
site to accommodate its employees during
times of disruptions.”
Almost 40% of respondents said their
annual business continuity management
budget is less than R500 000, while 11% said
it’s between R500 000 and R1 million
Around 66% of respondents believe
business continuity management of their
company is on the board of directors’
agenda, while almost 16% don’t think their
board is looking into the business continuity
management of their organisation.
“Building a comprehensive resilience
through business continuity and disaster
recovery means so much more than merely
taking care of 24/7 ICT requirements,
but also looks after the people and an
organisation’s reputation,” concludes
Davies.

BUSINESS RESILIANCE SURVEY

Does your organisation have a disaster recovery
and/or business continuity plan in place?

BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY

What has caused your organisation to experience
downtime in the past two years?

Both
60%
Power outages/failure/issues

59%

52%
Software/network failure

• Both
recovery only
• Disaster
Neither
•
continuity only
• Business
• Unsure

27%

59%
16%
14%
7%
3%

Configuration change management
issues and system upgrades
16%
We have not experienced downtime
in the last two years
12%
Cyber-attacks/ ransomware
12%
Strikes
9%

What are the reasons for not having disaster
recovery/business continuity plans in place?

Unsure
8%
Environmental influences
(water/fire/weather/etc.)
7%

60

Malicious employee behaviour

57%

5%

50

Lack of access to offices
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BUSINESS RESILIENCE SURVEY

What percentage of your IT budget does your
organisation spend on disaster recovery?

BUSINESS RESILIANCE SURVEY

What is your organisation's annual business
continuity management budget?

37%
Unsure
37%
Less than R500k
11%
R500k - R1 million

37%

Less than
10%

9%
R1 million - R5 million

than 10%
• Less
Unsure
• 11 - 30%
• 31 - 50%
• More than 50%
•

7%

37%
34%
18%
12%
0%

More than R5 million

0

What is your biggest concern with putting mission
critical applications in the cloud?
53%

10

20

30
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50

Do you believe that cloud computing and
a mobile workforce alleviate the need for a disaster
recovery site?

Security
16%
I have no concerns

Yes

13%

61%

Accessibility
7%
Backup

• Yes
• No
• Unsure

61%
28%
11%

6%
Management
4%
Control
1%
Unsure
0
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: GOVERNANCE, RISK AND COMPLIANCE

Tech tools take on
corruption fight
New technology can help overcome the constant human propensity
for corruption.

Tallen Harmsen, Head of cyber security,
IndigoCube

S

outh Africans could be excused for
developing allergic reactions to the
word corruption. But it is one we continue
to use abundantly as we refuse to shy away
from one of the most pressing issues to
trouble our young democracy.
And today we have a powerful addition
to our arsenal.
Institutionalised corruption is arguably
the worst of the lot. We tend to think of it
as the kind that put government in South
Africa's news headlines for state capture
based on Thuli Madonsela's state of capture
report. But corruption extends into every
facet of our lives.
Tender irregularities are a common form
and are not limited to the affected state
entities but also involve the commercial
enterprises. Technology business SAP,
for example, admitted to compliance
breaches and evidence of misconduct
in public sector deals in South Africa,
according to Reuters. The business was
quick to respond with the appropriate
suspensions, investigations and reports.
It's a comforting response that may signify
a more widespread trend.
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Corruption Watch saw a 25% annual
increase in 2017 in the number of reported
corruption cases, which news reports
state brings the total to 5 334. But, the
organisation claims, much action remains
to rectify the situation, particularly in the
context of state institutions.
The situation clearly indicates that,
although evidence reportedly abounds, it is
the will of human beings to prosecute that
hampers remedial action and accountability.
Thuli Madonsela is herself a fine case in
point. When Madonsela decided to fight
corruption, she was reputedly personally
targeted by parties with vested interests in
protecting the status quo.
So we have the technologies and we
can create the processes to help in the
fight against corruption, but it is also the
actions of people that must be checked and
balanced so that those who have the will to
fight corruption actually get the free rein
to exercise that right.
We have more capable technologies than
at any previous time in history to improve
transparency and visibility.
Factual transparency and visibility into
the events and circumstances around
people, key to the processes that constitute
the interactions between organisations
and entities is made eminently better
in our digitalised world. We have more
capable technologies than at any previous
time in history to improve transparency
and visibility because they can create,
accumulate and access more raw data than
ever before. And, more significantly, they
can sift through the massive volumes for us
very quickly and accurately.
It's the type of data that makes the
difference, too. There's the traditional
business data collected in carrying out
the processes: invoice, delivery, order,
requisition, manufacturing, customer, and
all the usual types of data that we used to
record in disparate business systems. But
now we also have richer data types that
tell us a lot more about the people involved

in running the processes. It's data such as
the social media channels, tags, locations,
chats, and more.
By itself that data is quite pointless. Do
we really need another photo of someone's
lunch? But tagging them in a specific
location, at a certain time, with identified
company could be telling details in a
corruption case. Or it could become a flag
that they're fraternising with people of
interest.
However, it's too much data for people to
connect and then sift through. It's the type
of job that computers were traditionally
very bad at, too. They typically relied on IT
administrators to join all the dots, somehow
pull the data together in databases, get
the databases to report on patterns first
dreamed up by people, compare the
reports, and so on. It was a process so
convoluted and time-consuming that it was
seldom, if ever, practical.
But artificial intelligence, neural
networks and machine learning are
improving at great speed. They are already
easily capable of achieving this type of
drudgery. They're extending basic and
traditional analytics to the point where
they can intelligently inform humans who
can then apply their top benefit and one
that still trumps any computer-based
intelligence: biological neural intelligence
and all the creativity it brings to bear. Our
brains still beat computer smarts, hands
down, at many jobs.
Beating corruption still requires basic
process-supporting technologies, such as
business systems and a growing number of
ICT devices, as well as the robust processes
themselves, and a significant amount of
human education.
But, with the best will in the world,
those elements alone will never eradicate
corruption as long as humans remain
integral to processes. At least now we
have the smarter technologies we need
to bolster the activities of virtuous
campaigners such as Thuli Madonsela.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Get ready for collaborative
robotics future
The biggest change in the age of automation will be the emergence of
new working models built around human-machine collaboration.

Heidi Ziegelmeier, Business development
manager, CA Southern Africa.

T

oday, automated technologies are
becoming an ever more common
feature of our day-to-day lives. However,
going forward, technology has the
potential to displace skilled labour in all
sectors of the economy, while continued
increases in productivity may limit the
ability of economies to generate enough
new jobs to offset those displaced.
So the concept of a world in which
humans are replaced by robots is less of a
sci-fi fantasy than one would think. It is
an emotional topic that has led to wildly
varying estimates on possible job losses but
all too often fails to paint the full picture.
The fact is that there is little reason to
assume our working lives will be negatively
impacted by the growing role of artificial
intelligence.
In my opinion, a new approach to
work is required as it was at the dawn of
previous industrial revolutions. It will
require business and political leaders
to make the right decisions now and
if that happens, this current period of
transformation has the potential to make
work more meaningful for everyone.

Technology will affect your job
Powerful and concerning media headlines
from around the world make it impossible
to adopt an ostrich approach to the fact
that automation will affect jobs. Some
estimates predict that 9% to 50% of
current jobs will cease to exist. Now that is
a scary concept.
The one thing that can be said about
these wildly varying estimates is that
not only do different sources show little
or no consensus on the subject but more
importantly they also do not paint the full
picture.
It is true that almost all of today's jobs
have some aspect that can be automated
by current technology, but very few
jobs will disappear altogether. Recent
McKinsey research suggests about 60%
of all occupations have around 30%
of constituent activities that can be
automated.
PwC conducted an analysis of over
200 000 existing jobs across 29 countries,
and concluded that the first 'algorithmic'
wave of automation will affect just 3% of
jobs, and that the more comprehensive
second and third waves, leading up to
roughly 30% automation, will only take
place by the mid-2030s.
New working models
The biggest change in the age of
automation will be the emergence of new
working models built around humanmachine collaboration.
As robots assume routine tasks, human
workers will be able to move into newly
created roles in an array of disciplines.
Opportunities are expected to abound in
robotic engineering and data analytics, as
well as roles that require unique qualities
such as creativity, initiative, leadership
and teamwork.
Enabling human/robot collaboration
significantly amplifies the value both provide
and this in turn has become a key focus for
leading players in the robotics field.

For example, CA Technologies recently
partnered on a collaborative robotics
(cobotics) project with Tampere University
of Technology and Tieto in Finland, with
a view to exploring how to make these
emerging human-to-robot workflows as
safe, secure and effective as possible.
The next big revolution – reskilling!
These developments serve to confirm that
human skills will continue to have a pivotal
role in the modern workplace. However, if
this potential is to be realised, business and
political leaders must act now to ensure
workers have the requisite skills to meet
these future challenges.
In a nutshell, a greater focus on
upskilling and reskilling programmes will
be required. This is recognised by global
business and political leaders as evidenced
by the discussions that took centre stage
at this year's World Economic Forum, in
Davos. The outcome of this was the launch
of a new IT Industry Skills Initiative.
Built around a free platform of online
tools called SkillSET, the aim of the
initiative is to reach one million people
with resources and training opportunities
by 2021.
This united effort ranges from general
introductions to digital literacy and more
advanced topics like big data and cyber
security. It has created a centralised portal
of training tools for those whose roles may
be impacted by technology.
New resources like this are an important
first step towards empowering global
workers to unlock the opportunities of this
new era, but there is much more work to do.
From cobotics projects to upskilling
initiatives, government and industry must
work together to accelerate the rate of
progress so that we can ensure we reap
the full benefits of this latest innovation;
remembering that artificial intelligence
is the latest in a long line of remarkable
developments designed and delivered by
humans.
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CHANNEL
Customising workflow with apps

Partnership formed

Why are we not taking full advantage of apps to improve efficiency
and productivity in the workplace, asks Rieva Lesonsky, CEO
GrowBiz Media & SmallBizDaily. Xerox and its third-party partners
offer a collection of business-focused apps you can use with
compatible Xerox ConnectKey-enabled multifunction printers and
mobile devices. The apps in the Xerox App Gallery marketplace
constantly evolve as new apps to serve business owners' needs are
added.
www.bdsol.co.za

First Distribution, South
Africa's leading distributor
for data centre, enterprise
and cloud solutions,
has partnered with LG
Electronics SA. "It is First
Distribution's strategy to
represent leading global
brands across Africa. We are
excited to have LG in our
stable, and look forward
to working with them in the distribution of their large format
displays portfolio," says Malcolm Stewart, General Manager for
First Distribution Johannesburg.
www.firstdistribution.com

OpenText recognised as SAP Solution
Extensions Partner of the Year
OpenText has received a 2018 SAP Pinnacle Award as the SAP
Solution Extensions Partner of the Year, which recognises its
outstanding contributions as a SAP partner. SAP presents these
awards annually to the top partners that have excelled in developing
and growing their partnership with SAP and helping customers run
better. Winners and finalists in 29 categories were chosen based
on recommendations from the SAP field, customer feedback and
performance indicators, including two Customers' Choice awards,
which recognise customer-nominated SAP partners. "This the 11th
consecutive year that OpenText has received a Pinnacle Award," said
Patricia Nagle, senior VP, chief marketing officer, OpenText.
www.opentext.com

Winning EMEA award
ACS has been a key player in the secure electronic transactions
market for numerous years. The company recently received the
EMEA award for the best Financial Instant Issuance (FII) reseller
for the Entrust Datacard product range at the Entrust Datacard
Global Partner Conference, in London. Entrust Datacard partnered
exclusively with ACS almost two decades ago to take its products
and software solutions forward in South Africa.
www.acs-sa.com

Partners showcasing internationally
R&M, Tank Industries’ partner, based in Switzerland, showcased its
latest products at the Anga Com Conference in Cologne, Germany
during June. Products displayed included: the SYNO Dome Closure
as a solution for subterranean fibre-optic distribution; its fibreoptic Field 2.0 field-terminable fibre-optic connector; its Polarisbox, described as a configurable platform for fibre-optic distributors
and terminations on FTTH customer premises; and its micro data
centre telco edge, which makes it possible for network operators to
create additional computing performance at the edge of broadband
networks. Tank Industries, a division of ATC, is an authorised
manufacturer and distributor for R&M, in South Africa.
www.tank.co.za
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First Platinum Partner in Africa
Galix, IT services, infrastructure management and compliance
specialist, has become the first ever African partner to receive
SonicWall's Platinum Partner status. This is the highest status
offered by SonicWall's global partner programme, and is awarded
only to its most prestigious partners on an invitation-only basis.
The top-level partner status comes in recognition of Galix,
previously of Gold Partner status, meeting the stringent criteria for
the award. This follows a 19-year-long partnership in which they
have successfully deployed some of SonicWall's largest projects in
the EMEA region to date.
www.galix.com

Acumatica secures
funding to accelerate
its rapid growth
Acumatica has secured
$25 million in funding to
accelerate its rapid growth
in the $28 billion cloud ERP
market and help extend its
lead in AI, machine learning
and cloud/SaaS technologies
for business management
and financial applications.
The investment was secured
through Series C preferred
round of funding led by AccelKKR, a prominent Silicon
Valley technology-focused
investment firm, and existing
investors. "We're very pleased to
be partnering with Accel-KKR
as we continue to grow and
expand into vertical industries,"
said Jon Roskill, CEO of
Acumatica. One Channel CEO
Bernard Ford says this funding
will help Acumatica improve
how midmarket businesses
operate and deliver value.
www.onechannel.cloud

Noscotek presents
Laserfiche Digital
Transformation
Model
Document management
software is a crucial tool
to digitally transform
your business. Beyond the
immediacy of going paperless,
digitising documents and
signatures are the first steps to
transforming your workplace.
Noscotek has rolled out the
first of many digital contract
signing solutions through
Laserfiche, which has developed
a process in which it can
granularly examine how people
are interacting with certain
documents. This process is
called descriptive analysis;
it basically describes what
has occurred in the past and
facilitates an informed response.
Together with Laserfiche and
Noscotek, you can transform
your business into a fully digital
environment.
www.noscotek.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Redstor advocates cloud backup for
effective data management
Given the exponential growth of data and increasing threat of
sophisticated cyber attacks, there is no doubt a secure backup
is essential to any credible data management strategy. Redstor
says backup is required to ensure data can be recovered when it
is most needed (for compliance due to loss or deletion, or as part
of a recovery test). This next-generation cloud data management
company says data is invaluable to organisations and protecting
it adequately is not only part of a successful data management
strategy, it is also vital to meet compliance and regulatory
guidelines – and ensure business continuity.
www.redstor.com

Cyber resilience unpacked at Panda Security
Summit: #PASS2018
Leading cyber security organisation, Panda Security, recently held
its inaugural Security Summit, #PASS2018, in Madrid. The event,
under the theme ‘cyber resilience’, hosted over 400 attendees,
including CISOs and CIOs of large organisations across Europe,
serving as a forum for discussions on the latest cyber security
trends. The overall state of the sector was addressed, together with
insights into the latest threat trends and the need to adopt new
security models. The summit has cemented itself as an unmissable
event through which business leaders have access to the tools
and strategies they need to implement effective cyber resilience
strategies in their organisations.
www.pandasecurity.com

Cyber security
matters
ESET is focused on one thing:
building the best security
technology for its customers.
Started in 1987 by Peter Pasko and
Miroslav Trnka, they built one of
the earliest ESET prototypes while
working out of their home. Today
the company has a presence in
over 200 countries and is now the
fifth-largest endpoint security
vendor in the world.
www.eset.com

Data breaches vs
ransomware: what’s
the difference?
"There is a distinct shift from
cyber criminals using malware
and file-based attacks, to
sophisticated hacking attacks
and insider attacks on an
organisation’s network, which
result in data breaches," says
Jeremy Matthews, regional
manager, Panda Security
Africa. Conventional filebased ransomware attacks,
although still a threat,
have become somewhat
commoditised.
www.pandasecurity.com

Compliant video security equipment
Though the EU General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR)
acknowledges the importance of data protection and security, it
does not spell out any regulations specifically for video security
systems. Businesses can however configure their video systems
individually so that each is compliant with the EU GDPR’s
requirements through the Dallmeier module. Regarding data
protection, Dallmeier offers four components, including the
pixellation of entire individuals by "people masking" and the
set-up of "private zones" in the captured image to render public
areas invisible.
www.dallmeier.com

Managed security-as-a-service
In today's digital cloud era, organisations are actively pursuing
the agility they need to stay ahead of competitors, leveraging
new technologies to drive digital transformation. Through its
technology solutions (TS) division, EOH has introduced a solution
to modern security concerns through a managed security-as-aservice suite of offerings. Mitigating 90% of cyber security threats
straight away, EOH TS provide a new approach to cyber security
that offers a more strategic, efficient and cost-effective approach.
www.eoh.co.za

SSL certification

J2 Software cautions
about cyber
breaches of rewards
programmes

Staying safe online is a priority for users. This is where SSL
certificates come into effect, says Domains.co.za. SSL certificates are
data encryption files that scramble and unscramble data and with
an active SSL certificate in place, you can rest assure that all traffic
between your Web site and your customer's browser is secure.
www.domains.co.za

Not just an IT problem
Recent lawsuits have raised questions challenging the integrity of
senior executives when faced with managing the impact of a cyber
attack. For this reason, it is clear that responsibility for cyber security
starts at the top, and oversight of a comprehensive and measurable
risk management programme sits with executive leadership.
www.goldphish.com

Jeremy Matthews, Panda Security Africa

John Mc Loughlin, J2 Software

John Mc Loughlin, MD, J2
Software, notes that the growth
in rewards programmes' fraud
has provided a new method for
criminals to take advantage of data
breaches. "Free and all too easy
access to data is a growing trend.
We have no choice but to be both
attackers and defenders."
www.j2.co.za
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Celeste Herbert, CaseWare Africa

New digital reporting
standard

Cloud app to bolster
file transfers

Leading
international vendor

From 1 July 2018, South Africa
will move to the XBRL digital
reporting standard, as per the
Companies and Intellectual
Properties Commission (CIPC).
CaseWare Africa, a division of
Adapt IT, has released XBRL Lite,
enabling companies to submit
financial statements to the CIPC
in the iXBRL format, ensuring
compliance.
www.casewareafrica.co.za

SPI has released HelpSystems
Cloud Connector. A new feature of
its managed file transfer solution
that enables IT professionals to
integrate with popular thirdparty services such as Salesforce,
SharePoint, Microsoft Dynamics
365, Box and Dropbox. With this
new release, GoAnywhere MFT
users now have access to builtin connections that automate
the movement of data between
their on-premises and cloud
applications. HelpSystems also
launched a new GoAnywhere
marketplace to help organisations
manage integrations. SPI is the
African distributor for utility
software products and services to
the open systems segment of the IT
industry and the sole Sub-Saharan
Africa distributor for HelpSystems.
www.spi.co.za

MachNation, an independent
research firm,in its 2018
IOT Device Management
ScoreCard has rated Software
AG’s Cumylocity IOT as a
leading vendor among 17
global IOT vendors.Software
AG's Cumulocity IOT device
management is device agnostic
and can be used by any
business needing to connect
gateway devices, machine
assets, and edge platforms for
smart device manufacturers,
enterprises and telecom service
providers. Bernd Gross, Senior
Vice-President, IOT and Cloud,
Software AG, says: "Cumulocity
IOT is unique in that it provides
enterprises with the ability
to quickly start limited scale,
cloud-based IOT projects.”
www.softwareag.com

Strong migration to Acronis Backup
Local Acronis distributor Synapsys reports a strong surge in
migration to Acronis Backup. "A current drive by Acronis to enable
organisations to switch from non-Acronis legacy backup to the
advanced and easier-to-use Acronis AnyData technology has
revealed a massive pent-up demand from SA businesses," says
Synapsys MD Peter French. "In the past three months we've seen a
510% increase in the number of competitive upgrades to Acronis."
The company also reports a huge 2200% increase in adoption
of Acronis Data Cloud, the leading backup solution for service
providers. Renewed business confidence and competitive-upgrade
pricing from Acronis are drivers.
www.synapsys.co.za

Unseen consequences of offshore
corporate actions
The past few years have seen an immense rise in the popularity
of offshore markets, strongly aided by the increase in foreign tax
allowances from R4 million up to R11 million by National Treasury.
Where the investor would initially be content with onshore
investments, the global market is now just as alluring, allowing
even your everyday investors an opportunity to easily own shares
in flagship investments such as Apple, Microsoft and Google. Such
freedoms, however, created a lot of new complications. Access to
the global market exposes the South African tax resident to a new
difficulty: the offshore corporate action.
www.singular.co.za

SECURITY
Public cloud
experiences
South African businesses are
increasingly eyeing the cloud;
shifting applications, services
and infrastructure to the cloud
where they are more accessible
and available. This enables
better productivity and business
continuity. According to South
African managed IT services
Douw Gerber, Securicom
company, Securicom, companies
are discovering the public cloud presents some unique challenges.
www.securicom.co.za
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Digitising
integrated poultry
In the poultry industry, control
over the processes within various
divisions and sites is essential.
Linking different divisions with
each other, and the business, in
providing an integrated view of
the entire organisation provides
Heilet Scholtz, Softworx
accurate insights and enhances
the operation. Which is why, Softworx offers a digitalised factory
floor solution, empowering businesses with this agility.
www.softworx.co.za

Will AI take your job?
There's no doubt that artificial intelligence (AI) will continue to replace
certain aspects of human functions in the workplace, which will result
in a more intimate coexistence between people and technology. How AI
fits into the big picture unquestionably depends on how people will put
it to use. Fears that it will outdo human creativity, comprehension and
the ability to adapt is generally unproven. While its capacity to make
calculations based on enormous amounts of data is unmatched by any
human, it doesn't quite stack up to the vast untapped potential of the
human mind.
www.synergerp.com

Simple and successful

Granite Warehouse Management Software (WMS) provides granular
traceability to Sage's globally established ERP solutions. This easy-touse, yet powerful and scaleable warehouse management system, delivers
measurable results in terms of traceability, accuracy and efficiency to
businesses. With bar coding at its core, Granite WMS uses scanning
versus typing which, achieves quicker and greater user acceptance.
www.cradle.co.za

The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide a
focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are key
to the local public sector.
Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief
information officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC,
the forum provides online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledgesharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading
local and international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate
concepts that can be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal
community that encourages collaboration and thought in the name of improved
service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us
@PSICTForum
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BPO deal to boost sector
skills in SA

ITWeb Artificial
Intelligence Summit 2018
Date: 1 August
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

The Margin Channel
Survey Banquet 2018
Date: 30 August
Venue: The Polo Room,
Inanda Club

OCTOBER
Public Sector ICT
Forum 2018
Date: 4 October
Venue: Four Seasons,
The Westcliff

Brainstorm CIO
Banquet 2018

Date: 24 October
Venue: The Polo Room,
Inanda Club

NOVEMBER
ITWeb GDPR
Update 2018

Date: 7 November
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

ITWeb Business
Automation Summit 2018
Date: 22 November
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

By: ADMIRE MOYO

G

lobal business process outsourcing
(BPO) firm Webhelp has partnered
with not-for-profit organisation Harambee
to boost BPO skills in SA.
The organisations aim to train about 400
South Africans with BPO skills by 2020.
The Paris-headquartered Webhelp offers
data-led customer service and contact
centre services as part of its role in the field
of BPO. Harambee is a not-for-profit social
enterprise with experience in building
solutions and innovations that can solve the
global youth unemployment challenge.
Business Process Enabling South Africa,
the umbrella industry association for the
BPO sector in SA, estimates the sector
employs approximately 200 000 people,
of which 20 000 are employed thanks to
foreign direct investment.
"Given the attractiveness of South
Africa as a business process outsourcing
destination, it is clear this sector has the
potential to make a significant impact
on youth unemployment," says Cathy
Kalamaras, Webhelp SA's managing
executive for people.
"Government recognises the potential
of this sector too, which is why, to help
solve the youth unemployment crisis, it is
investing in skills development specific to
BPO and also at a grass roots level in order
to cultivate a future workforce for this
important sector."
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According to the Department of Trade
and Industry, since 2012, the local offshore
BPO market has experienced compounded
average growth of 25% year-on-year and
now has around 30 000 offshore jobs, with
the UK being the leading buyer of South
African BPO services, followed by Australia
and the US.
However, Kalamaras says, to remain
competitive and able to meet rising
demand, BPO employers cannot rely on
government alone to bridge the skills gap.
"We need to take responsibility ourselves
to ensure we create opportunities to
employ and empower talented individuals
from disadvantaged backgrounds to both
power this sector and help raise people out
of poverty."
Webhelp entered the South Africa BPO
sector in 2013, and Kalamaras says the firm
has learnt from experience that the key to
creating sustainable job opportunities and,
therefore, business growth, is finding and
nurturing the right skills.
For the international market in particular,
she adds, securing South African talent is
key to competing effectively by delivering
comparable or better customer experiences.
"Young people are a core component of
the value we deliver to our clients, and our
business simply wouldn't be as successful
if we were unable to attract and retain this
valuable demographic."
She points out the organisations'
success is due to the fact that Webhelp and
Harambee have jointly developed a strong
proposition to attract skills to the sector.
In addition to opening up rewarding career
opportunities for SA's youth, a quality
pipeline of talent is being built to support
Webhelp's business growth in this region,
Kalamaras says.
"Thanks to Harambee's scientific
matching tools and behavioural readiness
programmes, we have been able to build
a sector-specific competence profile,
meaning we are able to recruit young people
who are a good match for our business and
our clients. Not only does this make the
hiring process easier, it also reduces the
quality and cost risks associated with hiring
the wrong people."

DATA MANAGEMENT

Corporate SA's interest in
data scientists grows

By: ADMIRE MOYO

J

ohannesburg corporates are scrambling
to capture aspiring data science students,
leading the Explore Data Science Academy
(EDSA) to branch out from Cape Town to
open shop in SA's economic hub.
EDSA, one of the first institutions in the
country focused on data science, is the
brainchild of founders Shaun Dippnall, Dave
Strugnell and Aidan Helmbold, all highlyqualified data scientists with actuarial
qualifications as well as experience in
lecturing, research and consulting.
The academy was launched in September
2017 in Cape Town with the aim of meeting
the burgeoning demand for data analytics
in the digital economy, a demand that far
exceeds current supply.
Kicking off the initiative was the
announcement of 100 free internships to
successful applicants of the academy's
one-year Accredited Skills Data Science
Programme that commenced in January
2018.
These internships were fully sponsored
by Telkom subsidiary BCX, which came on
board as founder partner of the academy for
three years, sponsoring 100 interns a year.
According to Dippnall, BCX's investment
represents a total value of R50 million.
He notes there are no restrictions to entry
for the one-year course, nor are formal
qualifications required. Applicants should
be between 17 and 35 years of age and must
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Snr Project
Manager
BCX
2-5 Years Practical Experience
Gauteng (PTA)
Negotiable
Ref No: 279860

pass a challenging aptitude test on the
academy's Web site.
The academy is also committed to
future-proofing executives in this scarce
skill through the provision of additional
courses.
Dippnall points out that the demand
for data science talent has been immense
from corporates in SA.
"Most banks, insurers and retailers
have reached out to sponsor students
for the 2019 cohort. Most of these
companies are Joburg-based and are
looking for Gauteng candidates who will
then flow into their businesses. Also,
more than half of our current students
are not from Cape Town and chose to
relocate to be here for the programme.
"Given that Johannesburg is the centre
of corporate South Africa, it is critical
that EDSA is where the students and
sponsors are."
He notes the biggest challenge facing
SA in regards to data science is that of
skills scarcity. "There is a requirement
for thousands of data scientists and
data analysts, and South Africa is only
producing hundreds of them within
current institutions.
"As a country, we need to drive tens
of thousands of these new digital skills
(computer science and data science) into
our companies to thrive as a nation in
the hyper-competitive global economy."
Typically, any industry that has lots
of data would be desperate for data
scientists, says Dippnall. "These are
typically large banks, insurers and
retailers that have millions of customers
and generate thousands of data points."
Candidates are selected on aptitude.
They are passed through a series of
problem-solving tests, the first one
being completed on the EDSA Web
site, and which end with a week-long
bootcamp.
"We have been amazed by the calibre
of talented young South Africans and
encouraged that with the right input,
these young people can be fast-tracked
into the digital economy and an exciting
career path," Dippnall concludes.
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Intermediate
C# Developer
ICT RECRUIT
3-4 years’ experience
Gauteng
R40,000 per month
Ref No: 279858

Incident
Response Manager
CYANRE
5-8 years' experience
Gauteng (Pta)
Negotiable
Ref No: 279857

IT Manager
EOH
Minimum of 10 years’ experience
Cape Town
Negotiable
Ref No: 279879

Full Stack Java Developer
E-MERGE IT RECRUITMENT
Solid experience in Java - full stack
development
Stellenbosch
Negotiable
Ref No: 279878

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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BUSINESS
Easyfax unveils complete fax over IP solution
for small businesses

Don't get caught without the right tech in a
contamination crisis

Easyfax has launched its fax over IP services into the market,
aimed specifically for the SOHO and SME market. Many businesses
still need faxing capabilities, but with fibre, 4G and WiFi being
provided, a standard telephone line is becoming a thing of the
past. Easyfax can now offer its customer a complete faxing
service, incorporating fax to mail, fax machine or MFP, Web-based
faxing and similar services into a single solution. This works over
any Internet connection, and a Web-based portal provides full
visibility and transparency on all faxes sent and received, with
real-time billing included.
www.pangea-comm.co.za

Having anticipated the growing need for rigorous checks and
balances in the Food and Beverage (F&B) industries, SYSPRO has
been working on enhancing the quality management module of its
ERP system. Ultimately, the product will have better functionality,
making it simpler for F&B companies to conduct thorough quality
stream processes. You need to ensure you are asking the right
questions of your ERP system. Not all of these systems have batch
traceability, a major concern considering you may one day need it
to help you save lives and your reputation.
www.syspro.com

ManageEngine secures Gartner Peer Insights
Customers’ Choice recognition
ManageEngine, the real-time IT management company, has been
named a 2018 Gartner Peer Insights Customers' Choice for Client
Management Tools for its unified endpoint management software,
ManageEngine Desktop Central. ManageEngine earned this
distinction through honest feedback and ratings from 67 end-user
professionals who have experience purchasing, implementing and
using the product. "There is nothing more gratifying or important
to ManageEngine than having a positive impact on our customers'
businesses. With ManageEngine Desktop Central, we've always
strived to offer great flexibility and ease of use, while catering to
the needs of customers of all sizes and verticals," said Mathivanan
Venkatachalam, vice-president, ManageEngine.
www.itrtech.co.za

Beyond productivity: the human side of the
digital workplace quantified

Altron acquires iS Partners to drive
digitalisation agenda
JSE-listed Allied Electronics Corporation (Altron) has acquired
iS Partners in a deal worth R225 million. The acquisition is
subject to Competition Commission approval., Altron Group
Chief Executive Officer Mteto Nyati says: "This acquisition will
enable us to create a Microsoft-focused business within Altron
with a special focus on cloud computing and data analytics.
The acquisition will add scale and a new suite of solutions, and
capabilities enabling customers to digitally transform their
businesses through Microsoft technologies." The deal with
iS Partners includes the acquisition of Karabina Solutions, a
Microsoft solutions business, and Zetta Business Solutions, which
provides data advisory services.
www.altron.com

Randvest Technology Holdings acquires
Bridging Technologies SA

Employees who work in digital workplaces are not only more
productive but also more motivated, have higher job satisfaction,
and report an overall better sense of well-being, according to
a new global study from Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise
company. The study, The Right Technologies Unlock the Potential
of the Digital Workplace, reveals both the business and human
benefits of more digitally-driven workplaces, and how companies
that are less technologically advanced are at risk of falling behind
the competition and not attracting top talent. It also notes that
companies must be vigilant as more digital-savvy employees are
taking greater risks with data and information security.
www.arubanetworks.com

Randvest Technology Holdings, a private and independent
investment holding company, recently acquired Bridging
Technologies SA, a long established and well-known name in
the ICT industry. This acquisition, together with their recent
achievement of a Level 2 B-BBEE status will contribute towards
the growth of BT-SA and its workforce. BT-SA has been the ICT
infrastructure solutions partner of choice for the past 35 years,
specialising in data network, communications, air-conditioning,
electrical and security solutions to businesses in southern Africa.
BT-SA's board of directors now consists of Mophatlane, Themba
Gumbi and Lawrence Weitzman, all of whom have extensive
experience in the ICT industry.
www.bt-sa.co.za

Four Colour Print invests in super-fast Xerox
Versant 3100

Tshitego Segaetsho on his role on
ISACA's board

Commercial print company Four Colour Print has expanded its
digital printing capabilities with a state-of-the-art Xerox Versant
3100 press from Bytes Document Solutions' (BDS) authorised service
partner XBC-IT. The Versant 3100 is a versatile and highly automated
four-colour dry toner production press. Four Colour Print was
established in 2002 as a lithographic print company and has since
evolved into an integrated print solutions provider that offers
lithographic, digital, and large-format printing, as well as print
finishing, from its 3 600m2 production facility in Johannesburg. It
services SMEs, NGOs, government, and multinational organisations
throughout Southern Africa and in Europe.
www.bdsol.co.za

In an in-depth online interview, Deputy CIO and Chief Technology
Officer (CTO) at Auditor General South Africa Tshitego Moses
Segaetsho offers insight into his role within the ISACA SA Chapter.
Tshitego serves as Secretary, Audit and Risk Committee and
Education and Research committees member. His resume’ includes
several certifications including M.IT(UP), PgDip Management
(UCT), CGEIT, CRISC, COBIT5, ITIL V3, PRINCE2. “Just being
appointed to the ISACA board is big enough for me as I did not
expect it, particularly in the role of Secretary which has a huge
responsibility in ensuring that ISACA SA Chapter is governed well
and maintains its reputation.”
www.isaca.org
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Covering the continent
Daily news and analysis of Africa’s key ICT markets.
www.itwebafrica.com

First with IT news. Every day.
www.itweb.co.za
326 Rivonia Boulevard, Rivonia, South Africa
Tel: + 27 11 807 3294
Fax: + 27 11 807 2020

Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.

